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MATTERS ARISING FROM THE THIRD MEETING OF THE CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS
1.
At its third meeting held at Nairobi from 24 to 28 February 1975, the Conference
of Ministers adopted a number of resolutions calling for action on the part of M,A.

In this paper, attention is drawn to those resolutions of immediate concern to the
Executive Committee at its thirteenth meeting, apart from resolution 256(XII) which
will be specifically dealt with under item 6 of the agenda of the meeting.

2
In pursuance of resolution 260(XIl) which dealt with the formation of commodity
producer^exporters associations, the joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division was ^presented
at the Conference of African Wood Producing and Exporting^Countries whichitooL place
at Bangui Central African Republic, from 23 to 27 Kay 1975, at whioh it was decided

to Slish an African Timber Organization (ATO). The objective of the creation

is to enable African countries to achieve optimal prices for their wood and wood
products. The ECA secretariat was also represented at the annual meeting of the FAO

Pulp and Paper Advisory Committee, which was held at Rome in June 1975-

3. Concerning the creation of African/Consultative and^^^^ttttl^lT
ZTe^forZ establishment of an African Mineral ^velopmentCouncil^th branches
tions of producers and exporters of raw materials, a study on terms ana conditions of

for major mineral commodities is being prepared in co-operation with the Natural
Resources, Science and Technology Division. This co-ordinating board will aim at
promoting the processing of minerals and production cf intermediate and^capital gods
in the African region, The interrelationship between minerals and the building of

ndustry is also In important consideration. In this connexion ^""^*J* f

the Follow-u* Committee on Industrialization, which was held on 11 f J2 ^ W»
considered the establishment of an African centre for the development of the iron and
s?eel industry. The study is to be presented to the third Conference of African
Ministers of Industry at Nairobi in December 1975 for further consideration, endorae-

nlent and appropriateyfcllow-uP action to expedite the establishment of the Council.
4.

During the preparation of the revised programme of work, special attention will

be paid to:

(a)

Providing increased assistance to African countries in the evaluation of

their mineral and energy resources, development of untapped deposits, control and
maximum recovery of the resources, and increased domestic processing; and
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(b)

Undertaking studies on the activities of non-African undertakings engaged

in producing, marketing and investment-financing activities related to natural

resources (oil companies, mining companies, equipment manufacturers, etc.).

5«
On the prices of imported industrial goods in relation to prices of African
exports, a study entitled "Relative price trends of commodities"and manufactured
products" has been prepared for submission to the third Conference of African Ministers

,
,

of Industry8

6O

4

Initial steps have been taken to implement the study on the overall food shortage

of the African countries recommended in resolution 26O(XIl) by including it in the
programme of activities of the Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division, This study will
also cover problems involved in purchasing grain from African countries -under the
United Nations scheme as requested by the Executive Committee at its twelfth meeting.

7.
Regarding the question of establishing
centres to study arid zones, the
cyclical effects of drought and the encroachment of the desert raised at the twelfth
meeting of the Executive Committee, the Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division expects to
co-operate with the Natural Resources Division which is responsible for the co

ordinating work on this matter.

8.

The work programme of the Division has been adjusted on the basis of the specific

requests made at the twelfth meeting of the Executive Committee concerning a regional
programme of agricultural development in Africa.
The Division has been working in
very close co-operation with the FAO Regional Office for Africa and FAO Headquarters
in mobilizing expertise in the fields mentioned in the recommendations whenever they

are not available in the Division.

9.

Concretely, with regard to the request for assistance to implement the fisheries

10.

As regards resolution 26l(XIl) on mineral development centres, it should be noted

project presented by the Lusaka UWDAT support has been obtained from the FAO Regional
Office for Africa in the form of the services of their fisheries specialist, who
travelled to Zambia on a consultancy basis in August i 975.

that, during a working group meeting organized by ECA from 10 to 14 February 1975,
the representatives of Botswana, Ethiopia, Lesotho, Somalia, Uganda, the United
Republic of Tanzania and Zambia agreed to establish an East African Mineral Resources
Development Centre in the United Republic of Tanzania.
They also agreed to the
preliminary draft project document and the institutional and operational framework of

the Centre as outlined in the draft agreement prepared by ECA,

11.

Resolution 262(XIl) refers to arrangements to promote the development of trade by

African countries and particularly of direct intra-African trade.
In connexion with
the assistance which ECA is expected to provide in the implementation of this
resolution it should be noted that the UNDP-financed project on the development of

intra-African trade (RAF/73/O29/A/OI/4O) became operational in July 1975*

project programme specifically covers the following areas of activity:

The

-
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(a)

Advisory servioes for:,

(i)

identifying barriers and obstacles to intra-African trade and recommend

ing measures for removing them;

... ,

(ii) assisting with the creation of and support for multinational associations
and institutions to promote intra-African trade;

(iii) assisting African countries to introduce export credit insurance and
export credit finance schemes within the region.;

(iv) providing the specialized infrastructure facilities and services, includ
ing trade documentation, required to support intra-African trade.

(b) Export marketing studies with emphasis on manufactured and semi-manufactured

goods and identification of African markets for these products;

tra^(lCL^trAfrlT
^ neS°tiai;ions» including analysis of trade flows, existing
trade legislations and practices and tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, and study

cf procedures for multilateral trade negotiations among African countries;

(d) gaining staff at the middle- and senior-levels to build uP local capacity

to support the above programme on a continuing basis.

^^

project P°StS are fUled' ii: is e*Pected that the studies requested

m the first operative paragraph of the above-mentioned resolution will be started.

It PrePa1rBtions+arf-aow ^ing made by the ECA secretariat, in close co-operation with
the general secretariat of the Organization of African Unity, to service the Coherence

hheld
^ nilr8
°f Trale °f the Or^niaati^ <* African Unity which is scheduled Ifbe
at Algiers in the fourth quarter of 1975.

"fly ^S Af°oiation of African Trade Promotion Organizations held its first

and tS £SSembly+at to^«™ from 31 March to 4 April 1975, under the auspices of EGA
and the Organization of African Unity.

The Association selected Tangiers as the site

aL,lLnfTreTS'
, « 1S 5" tO SleCt "S Secretary-General at an extraordinary
session of the General Assembly scheduled to be held in December 1975.

Sst
a^cX, tf re!OlU^°n
2S3(XI1^ a mission was sent t0 twelve countries in the
th^fJrl^
subregions with a view to examining transit trade conditions
therein and making appropriate recommendations to assist in solving major problems

constraining economic development in the subregions.

The mission Sas financed b^the

Swiss Government and was comprised of an ECA staff member and four Swiss experts"

™ ^tlftV r??

" n°".beine Prepared.

It will include'specif io recommendations

on Possible follow-up action at the intergovernmental level.

tT^tl

Action has been oriented

!Plng ^ 1fst.devel°Ped entries and land-locked countries in regard to

and
devisin/thrb^t P™*\in ^ ™™* °f ^eir indigenous natural resources
and devising the best possible formulas for co-operation with better endowed neighbours
regarding the sharing of the resources of seas and oceans.

neignoours
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16.
Subregional ministerial councils on transport co-ordination are now in the process
of being established jointly by OAU and ECA.. In particular it is intended to organize
technical working parties at- the subregional level to determine practical improvements
in transport facilitation for land-locked countries. A working group is planned to be
held for East Africa at Nairobi in the first half of December 197517.

Encjuiries are being made into the nature and working of existing arrangements

among Senegal and ilali, Niger and the Maghreb countries in order to test the
practicability of models to be placed before other Governments.

18. The trans-African highway network and its feeder links, together with projects
for the development of inland waterways, are expected to provide physical means of

access for land-locked countries to existing and potential markets*

19. As a result of the use of solar energy in African countries as recommended in
resolution 265(XIl), a joint ECA, UM3P, OTC and UM1SC0 mission to the Sahelian coun
tries was organized in April 1975 with the participation of the ECA Regional Adviser
on Energy. During 1976-1977 it is envisaged that assistance will be provided in the
survey of solar energy potential in countries other than those in the Sahel region.
20. As regard to the integration of African women in national development, resolution
269(XIl) recommends that the Governments of member States should extend their full co
operation and support to the work of the African Training and Research Centre for
Women which was established within the ECA secretariat in liarch 1975-

21. The secretariat is convening, in ferch or April 1976, a regional conference of
accredited representatives of member States, to agree upon the nature of "co-operation
and support" which the Governments of member States may wish to extend to the work1of
the Centre. Prior'to the conference, it is intended to address individual member
States on the work of the Centre and to suggest possible ways in which they might
wish to extend their support to its activities.

22. Although resolution 269(Xll), as adopted, contains no provisions for the
strengthening'and development of co-operation with tMDP in respect of women, the
secretariat has already successfully secured the active co-operation and technical
assistance of UNDP in the development and implementation of the Centre's work
programme.

23o
23o With
With respect
respect to
to resolution
resolution 27l(XIl),
27l(XIl), the ECA secretariat lias prepared formats for
t
b
ltt
inated by
by member
member States
States
In IJO
the submission of progress reports
by
consultants
nominated
only 20 consultants had been designated to prepare a country paper on economic

development and major policy issues in individual African countries. These country
surveys will serve for the preparation of the final report on the review and appraisal
of progress in implementing the goals and objectives of the Second United ^tions

Development Decade.

In this connexion it should be mentioned that in February 1975

the ECA secretariat completed the mid-term review and appraisal of social and
economic performance in ECA member countries during the Second United Nations

Development Decade. (See E/CN.14/632 Part I.)-
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24°.

In keeping with the concern expressed "by the Conference of Ministers in resolution

273(XIl), work continued on the studies of the interrelationships "between population

I
■

growth and economic and social development at the macro and micro levels.
Additional
studies at the macro level completed by national experts in Nadagascar, Mauritius and
Togo and at the micro level in the Ivory Coast were recently used as background

*■

in fey 1975*

£•

documents for national seminars on population and development held in Togo and.Mali

;

'

■

25°
ECA also continued its studies of the volume and implication of migration to big
cities and work is currently in hand on Abidjan, Dakar, Ouagadougou and Bamako; draft
reports have been prepared on Accra and Lagos.

26O

.

:

.

Other basic research on population-related issues included on the relationship

between education and fertility, the level and pattern of international migration in
Africa and studies of population policies and programmes in Tunisia and Ghana.

27*
Regarding operative paragraph 3 of resolution 274(XIl) on public administration,
a meeting will probably be convened in the second quarter of .1976 of those responsible
for administrative training in member States.
To this end a circular letter, has been

sent to schools and institutes of administration as well as to United Nations Resident

Representatives in French-speaking countries to provide the secretariat with some
basic information in order to elaborate a comprehensive plan aimed at harmonizing the
methods of administrative training in member States-

28.

Proposals have been made to restructure the Public Administration Section accord

29.

With reference to resolution 276(XIl), the current study and programmes on road

ing to the recommendation contained in paragraph 1 of the

abovementioned resolution.

freight transport regulations and controls are limited to the trans-African hight*ays

and their' feeder links0

The envisaged extension of the Trans-African highway network

to cover the whole of the region will automatically involve the extension of studies
and programmes of simplification and harmonization to cover these as well.
It is
felt that studies and measures to promote simplification and harmonization are most
effective when tied to the actual programme of construction of road linksThe
subject also forms part of the work programme of the subregional ministerial councils
on transport referred to above.
30.

As regards to the use of air transport in line with recommendations contained in

resolution 277(XIl), nine country studies and a master report on air freight potential

in the regional have been completed and are being cleared with Governments and

prepared for publication.
In the meantime consultations are being held with the
Organization of African Unity and the African Civil Aviation Commission on follow-up
action on the recommendations of the country studies and master report.
The major
recommendation of the master report includes the institutionaliaation of brokerage
arrangements for matching supply and demand leading to the establishment of an
African multinational freight airline.

31-

In pursuance of resolution 278(XIl), a meeting of all African telecommunications

authorities to evaluate progress and future programmes in the construction of the PanAfrican Telecommunications Network is to be held at Kinshasa from 3 to 16 December
1975At this meeting, sponsored by the Co-ordinating Committee (OAU, ADB, ITU and
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ECA), the state of telecommunications training and proposals for a survey mission will
be considered. The draft constitution for a Pan-African Telecommunication Union, the
text of which is heing revised on the basis of consultations with telecommunications

administrations in the region, will also be considered.

32.

I

As a follow-up to the recommendation contained in resolution 280(XIl) on a

Remote Sensing Centre for Africa, the Executive Secretary sent letters to all member
States asking them to indicate their support for the project and their interest in

K

hosting the Centre.

33. As recommended in resolution 283(XIl)f the secretariat played an active role in
the preparatory work for the Second General Conference of UKIDO, which was held at
Lima,. Peru, from 12 to 26 March 1975-

The secretariat was represented at the Con

ference, which adopted the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Co
operation in which the common African positions elaborated at the

regional meetings

are fully reflected.

34. At the regional level, the focal point for the formulation of programmes and
projects aimed at implementing the Lima Declaration is the Follow-up Committee on
Industrialization in Africa, The second meeting of this Committee, which was held

at ECA headquarters on 11 and 12 August 1975, devoted its attention to defining of
its role within a global system of consultations in the formulation of programmes and

Projects aimed at Implementing the Lima Declaration.

It was decided at that meeting

to expand the role and membership of the Follow-up Committee so that it would be able
to cope with its added responsibilities.

3SB Taking into account proposals made by the Executive Committee at its J
meeting on the amendment to the terms of reference of the Commission the Conference

of Ministers unanimously approved a draft resolution for action by the Economic and
Social Council.

In its turn, at its fifty-ninth session, the Economic and Social Council

adopted ^BolutiMl 195<W amending the terms of reference of the Commission accordingl

36. By operative paragraph 5 of the same resolution, the Council also .reoomer^
that the General Assembly should approve the adoption of Arabic as an official and
working language of the Economic Commission for Africa in addition to English and
French,

As regards the subsidiary todies of the Commission, by resolution 282(301), it

of
should henceforth meet once every
Sdii f«
f« the
the Technical
Technical Committee
Committee
of Experts
Experts
f
th
i
f the Commission with a view to
two vears

three to four months before the session of the Commission, with a view to

suiting re"—ations to the Conference of Ministers regardingwork programmes

for the future, taking into account the implementation of past programmes.

33. By resolution 286(XIl), the Conference recommended that ^thirteenth session
of the Commission (fourth meeting of the Conference of Ministers) ne held at
Kinshasa, Zaire, in 1977»

